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A comprehensive menu of Costa Coffee Toton from Broxtowe covering all 16 courses and drinks can be
found here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What Francesca Anderson likes about Costa Coffee Toton:
Arrived at 7:30 after 2 hour drive from home to be greeted by staff who could not have been more welcoming.I

simply could not fault the toast, the bread certainly wasn't that mass produced stuff that tastes of nothing.The tea
was spot on. Thanks for...making what was already going to be a difficult day,loads better...!! read more. The

diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending on the
weather, you can also sit outside and be served. What Anna Harris doesn't like about Costa Coffee Toton:

Drinks gone up by 10 pence that's £3 a month after md told paper he would fix prices beginning to get over
education price half the time you go in No PAPERS Dirty pots on tables and uneven tables time to find new

home read more. Costa Coffee Toton from Broxtowe is a relaxed coffee house, where you can enjoy a snack or
cake with a hot coffee or a hot chocolate, and you can look forward to the delicious traditional seafood cuisine.
Of course, we must not forget the large selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, For you, the

dishes are normally prepared in the shortest time and fresh.
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Toas�
TOAST

Sauce�
MAYO

Ho� drink�
TEA

Drink�
DRINKS

Coffe�
ESPRESSO

CAFÉ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

WRAP

TOSTADAS

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

FRUIT

BACON

LETTUCE

PEAS

BUTTER
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 10:00-16:00
Monday 8:00-17:00
Tuesday 8:00-17:00
Wednesday 8:00-17:00
Thursday 8:00-17:00
Friday 8:00-17:00
Saturday 8:00-17:00
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